
MARK WILFORD

Yamandaka

(Plates 22, 23)

I jumped at the invitation when it came last spring. I couldn't pass up the
chance to accompany two of the world's great mountaineers on a journey

into an unexplored region of India's Karakoram. Chris Bonington and
Harish Kapadia were to co-lead an international expedition to the Arganglas
range in Northern Ladakh, with an eye on the highest peak in the range,
Argan Kangri, 6789m. There was scant info on this region. The only photo
was a distant shot revealing little about the interior of the range. But this
lack of information only cemented my resolve to join the expedition. The
climbing team was a strong one and included Jim Lowther (UK), Mark
Richey (USA), Satyabrata Dam, Divyesh Muni and Cyrus Shroff (India).
Our liaison officer would be Captain Vrijendra Lingwal of the Ladakh
Scouts.

On 22 August we assembled in Leh. We would spend a few days here
acclimatising, meeting with army officials, indulging in the local cuisine
and beer and inspecting our impressive outfitting company Rimo. Suman
Dubey from Delhi and Dr Burjor Banagi from Bombay were also joining
us for the trek into Base Camp.

Our travels continued overland via the Khardung La to the village of
Tigur/Tirit in the Nubra valley. Here we concentrated on fattening ourselves
up on the great food and beer at Hotel Yarab Tso and on acclimatisation.
On 28 August we finally began our three-day trek into Base Camp. We had
little idea what we would encounter in the Arganglas. From a distance the
mountains looked big but not too steep, but Mark Richey and I were hoping
to find something with a technical challenge - steep rock and ice. We were
not going to be disappointed. On the third day of the trek we could barely
contain our excitement as steep granite spires began emerging from the
hillsides. We started pointing out such classics as 'The Dru' and 'The Piz
Badile'. We confirmed the quality of the rock by bouldering on the large
blocks along the trail that had fallen from above. We soon realised that it
wasn't going to be easy deciding what to climb.

Base Camp was established in a dried lake bed at the toe of the
Phunangma Glacier at 4800m. Surrounding us was a tremendous collection
of unclimbed 6000-metre peaks, but most stunning to Mark and myself
was Pt. 6218 whose steep North Face, reminiscent of the Eiger's, was
highlighted by one of the cleanest ridge lines we'd ever seen. We both agreed
we had to climb it.
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22. Day.2 on Yamandaka. Mark Wilford seconds pendulum pitch. (Mark Richey) (P43)
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From Base Camp we broke into smaller teams and established two
advanced base camps on the Phunangma Glacier, ABCl at 5300m and
ABC2 at 5450m. Mark and I moved up to ABC2 on 6 September.
Throughout the previous weeks the weather had been perfect, not a cloud
in sight. But now, as we were settling into our camps, the weather began to
deteriorate. This was nothing horrendous, but there was enough snow to
shake our confidence and change the landscape. The change in the weather
also changed our time line. The predictable sunny days were gone and
winter could set in at any time. It now seemed imperative we make an
attempt on Pt. 6218 as soon as possible.

On 8 September, with little ado, Mark and I racked up, said our goodbyes
and headed over to the base of 6218. As we headed out we described to our
friends our proposed descent route should we make a successful ascent of
'The Eiger'. It would be down the NE Ridge of 6218 and back onto the
Phunangma Glacier. We left ABC with enough food and gas for five days,
sleeping bags, a tiny bivvy tent and a fairly trim rack of hardware.

We reached the base of the Northi"ace just as a small storm was brewing.
A previous storm had left fresh powder snow on the higher terrain. These
were not the best conditions to be attempting what looked to be a 1000
metre technical route. Nor did the fact that we had only spent about six
days above 15,000ft add to our chances of success. Nonetheless, we settled
into a bivvy under a rock mushroom and crossed our fingers for good
weather. The next morning it was snowing. We contemplated retreat back
to Base Camp. Our concern was that a storm of any duration would sap
our meagre food and fuel rations. Around eleven in the morning the clouds
lifted and we decided to make our attempt.

The climbing started up an easy ice slope just to the right of the ridge
line. We then gradually moved left onto easy rock and the crest of the ridge.
With the late start we only managed 350 metres of climbing before it was
time to find a bivvy site. Our high point on the ridge was too steep so we
were forced to rappel sixty metres to a small ledge offering a pretty good
site where our little tent just squeezed on.

Snow was falling again next morning. Though not terribly cold, the snow
was complicating the climbing. What would have been straightforward rock
a week ago was now tricky, snowed-up mixed climbing. We hesitated to
get an early start and it wasn't until around noon that we actually started.
Mark led up mixed ground with a snow-storm coming in and out all day.
The late start, lack of acclimatisation and snowy conditions slowed us
considerably. That day we only managed another 200 metres before we
opted to bivvy once again. Mark was able to scout around and find a
sheltered but very exposed ice shelf under an overhang. It took some time
to shape the spot but eventually it was turned into a decent platform for the
tent.

Next morning actually broke fine and clear and we were able to get a
proper early start. Mark again took the lead and for most of the day would
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be facing some very technical rock-climbing in snowed-up conditions.
Spindrift avalanches would obscure him occasionally. At one point Mark
pulled on a TV-sized block and it gave way. As I saw it heading straight for
me I jumped off the side of the belay stance. It just missed. The block had
partially severed the lead rope and Mark had to cut the end off and re-tie it.
Higher up he was forced to do a number of pendulums from one thin crack
system to another. All I could do was watch in awe and then curse as I
struggled to follow the steep pitches with my over-stuffed pack on my back.
As the day wore on Mark began to tire from all the leading. With the last
light of the day I took over the lead. Still on steep and technical ground, my
goal was to find a bivvy site. Higher and higher I went but couldn't even
find a ledge big enough to sit half my butt on. Finally, at the end of the rope
and out of daylight, I stopped at an ice slope of 50°.

It had been a long day. We were both dehydrated and exhausted but the
work wasn't over yet. As Mark cleaned the pitch I began to chop a ledge
into the ice slope. Mark joined me and we spent hours hacking at the ice
until we finally had a ledge we could lie down on head to toe. We weren't
able to erect the tent, so we traded it off as a bivvy sack. We barely managed
to melt some snow for water. We were wasted and it was going to be a long
and miserable night. As I was fending off the spindrift that was building up
around me, Mark started a horrible cough. As it worsened I thought he
might die. He assured me he was okay, but quietly I wondered if he was.

The next morning the sky was dark and heavy with clouds. We were
pretty tired but knew the top was close. After we managed to brew up a bit
of tea I set out on the lead. The climbing was still steep, snow-covered
rock. It was classic mixed climbing. The exit from the wall wasn't obvious
and I traversed about looking for a weakness. I finally managed to get into
a steep gully system and up and out of it onto the summit icefield. From
the glacier far below we had envisaged this slope to be of neve and didn't
consider that it would be of any consequence. We were wrong. It was bullet
proof ice and we only had three ice screws to protect the three full pitches
that came next. By now we were getting tired and the weather was looking
ominous. I headed up the initial ice pitch which followed a steep, 70° gully
to end at a small rock island in the ice sheet. The next pitch was a total calf
burner. I placed one screw at thirty metres out and saved the other for the
belay. As I began the final pitch the clouds began to open up and a blizzard
began. Mark suggested I head up to the summit cornice and traverse to the
left to look for an exit. Again it was very run-out on the hard ice. At the
cornice I was forced to belly crawl along to the left in search of a passage
and I had a chance to look down the gully system of the NE Ridge, our
proposed descent route. My stomach knotted. The gully was loaded with
fresh snow and a huge cornice system overhung the whole thing. I crawled
back to the west under the cornice and finally found a weakness that I was
able to tunnel through. As the blizzard intensified I belly-flopped onto the
summit slope.



23. Yamandaka, Ladakh. 6218 metres. (Mark Richey) (p43)
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With his energy waning, Mark managed to climb the last pitch and join
me in the raging storm. Using our final reserves we struggled to get the
small tent erected and escaped into it. We had made it! As we got the stove
going we patted ourselves on the back for having stuck it out under less
than ideal conditions. We were psyched.

That evening we managed to hydrate some, but Mark still had a terrible
cough. We knew we had to get down soon. The next morning the storm
was still going but around noon it started to break. In clearing weather we
popped out of our cocoon and trudged the remaining SOm to the summit.
The views were awesome. In all directions were hundreds of unclimbed
peaks. We spent some time taking it all in and dreaming of the next summit
we might find ourselves on.

But we still had to get down. This had been our fifth night out. Our
supplies were running low. Mark wasn't feeling his best and our friends in
Base Camp would be wondering about us. We quickly decided against our
proposed descent route. We also decided against rappeling our line of ascent.
What did look enticing was the south slope of the peak. It was relatively
low-angled and led down to a mild-looking glacier system. This appeared
to sweep around to the west and, we thought, would actually hook back up
with our original approach route, the Arganglas valley. If all went well we
would be drinking beer in Base Camp the next day.

On 13 September, we headed south off Pt. 6218 into a truly unexplored
area. As we began our descent the terrain looked mild, so we opted to leave
one of our two climbing ropes to save weight. We also opted to leave a
couple of pieces of hardware. We were so tired that the thought of carrying
anything extra was preposterous. The southern snow slopes went fast and
we quickly glissaded down to the glacier. This, too, started out fine and we
merely walked down it for quite some way. It was amazing. As we turned a
corner to the west we came into a high valley full of beautiful alpine routes.
Perfect granite spires and aretes sprang up. Lower down we worked our
way through a mass of moraine and rubble. Finally, as the sun was setting
we stumbled into a high alpine meadow of grass and flowers and water. No
signs of man or beasts. I was so happy. I had clear skies, a warm sleeping
bag and the prospect of a cold beer the next day. Mark was feeling better
but still wasn't perfect. We congratulated ourselves again and passed out.

The next day things finally seemed to be going our way. The weather
was good and it looked like we would only have to hike for a few miles. We
headed down the grassy valley. Lower down, as the valley narrowed we
began hopping across the river that was draining the valley. This was no
problem; actually it was fun and almost relaxing after all that had gone on
during the climb. I kept thinking that we only had one more corner to go
around and then we'd be back in the Arganglas valley. But I was wrong.
Soon the valley turned into a narrow canyon and the terrain became steeper.
It was becoming harder to jump across the stream and to stay dry. But it
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was still relaxing and beautiful. At one point I lead a short pitch out of the
gorge and around a waterfall.

Further down things started to get more serious. We now had to rappel
alongside the waterfalls. This was a bit of a problem as we only had a
handful of rock gear left and the water-polished rock itself offered few cracks.
But we still felt confident in what we were doing and in awe at what a
dramatic place we were in. And then things started to get a little wilder. We
came to a waterfall of about 60 metres. But there were no suitable cracks
for our rock anchors. Our solution was to pile up some large stones on top
of a sling and rappel off that.

The rappels got more and more serious and our confidence was more
and more shaken. Finally we got to the point where we had to make a
rappel in a waterfall. This would be one of the more frightening moments
of the trip. I went down first. The water was bashing away at me. It was a
vertical drop and at the bottom was a deep, dark pool. I couldn't judge how
deep it was. I also couldn't stand up as I rappelled because the water-polished
rock was coated with a slimy algae. I was forced to descend on my knees.
Part way down, unable to look up, I feared that if I rappelled into the pool
I might not be able to free myself from the rappelline before I drowned. So
I took off my pack and dropped it into the pool. I then unscrewed the locking
karabiner attached to my rappel device. Then I went for it. As soon as I hit
the pool I unclipped from the rope and swam to shore and my bobbing
pack. Mark followed with my encouragement. There was no sense trying
to stay dry now; we were totally soaked with glacial melt. This canyoning
continued and we became more and more committed. We had to use the
straps from our crampons for rappel slings. We had to cut an end off the
rope for a rappel sling. It was looking grim. But we knew we were almost
out of the gorge.

Finally, as the day and my nerves were wearing thin, we came to an
impasse. A waterfall that looked to be at least 60 metres, as long as or
longer than our rope. To rappel it we would have to go on a single strand,
and not be able to pull it if we needed it again. And we couldn't see if we
would need it again. To commit to this rappel was too much. But what
were our options? We were beyond the point of climbing back up the canyon.
We had pulled the rope on too many rappels. The only other option we
had was to climb one of the canyon walls. And that looked impossible, or
at least almost impossible. Though most of the canyon walls were polished
and overhanging for hundreds of feet, there was one break in them. It was
a vein of rubble, large boulders glued in place by mud. It was a sickening
line, vertical to overhanging mud.

It was getting late. We were totally soaked. We were out of food. We
knew a rescue would be launched soon and we didn't want others put at
risk on our behalf. We had four karabiners, four pitons and a couple of
wired nuts for a rack. We were thinking we were going to starve to death.
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I knew I had to climb the vein of mud and boulders. I didn't even really
think about it for very long. I just sat down, took my boots off, poured the
water out of them and put them back on. I grabbed what gear we had left
and headed up. Mark barely said a word. At about ten metres I got a piton
in. Then I had to move right into the loose blocks. The first obstacle was a
boulder the size of an American refrigerator that stuck out a bit. I had to
climb over it, no other options. It looked loose and very scary as I climbed
over it. I managed to get a wired nut in. Next, the climbing was up smaller,
loose blocks, like in a steep chimney. I pushed outwards against the blocks
and they stayed in place. Higher up the terrain began to overhang. It was
the sickest looking bit of rock climbing I'd seen in almost thirty years of
climbing. I hung there, forever it seemed, pondering what to do. I'd look
down at Mark but he didn't really want to look at me. Then I'd look up,
aware that the slightest mistake would result in disaster. I tapped in a wired
nut and managed to take my pack off and hang it on the nut. I then got into
a state of mind as focused as I've been and pulled off the 5.9-5.10 moves
through the loose nightmare. I mantled onto a shelf and was able to pound
in my last piton for a belay.

Reeling from adrenaline, the next pitch was better. Or at least the rock
was better but the climbing was still hard with little protection. One more
long pitch after that and we were on the canyon rim just as dark settled in.
A faint ibex trail led us out onto a steep hillside. Now surrounded by loose
house-sized boulders, we opted for one more bivvy in the dirt. But we were
ready for anything. Below us were the lights of the Nubra valley, civilisation
at last, but we were a long way from Base Camp. As we scrambled down
the hillside next morning I noticed a man moving quickly down a road off
in the distance. I mentioned it to Mark. Later we came upon a military
checkpoint next to a bridge. At the same time the fast-moving man we'd
seen earlier showed up. I recognised him as one of our porters. And finally
a jeep with tourists and a driver who spoke English stopped. With a
translator we learned Harish had sent the porter looking for us. We wrote
Harish a note assuring him of our safety and dispatched the weary porter
back to Base Camp with it. He would be able to cancel any rescue operations
on our behalf. We were then abandoned to our own devices, which meant
hitch-hiking to the guesthouse in Tigur. During this ride, offered by an
American tourist and her driver, we learned of the tragic events of 11
September. It was a shock and would take some time to sink in.

We were well cared for at the Hotel Yarab Tso. We even managed to
drink all their beer before departing back into the hills for Base Camp.
Everyone was quite excited to see us still alive. A small temple had been
built for us and the many prayers had helped bring us back from our
adventure. By now the expedition was winding down. The fresh snow of
the past week had made the mountains dangerous and world events had
left everyone anxious to get home.
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Back in Tigur we asked Harish to find out from Stanzin Tsewan, a village
elder and mountain expert, what an appropriate name for our peak would
be. His suggestion was 'Yamandaka', the name of a Buddhist deity for
protection, to whom Stanzin prayed daily. And the name we gave to our
route on Yamandaka was Barbarossa. This was the title of a book we had in
Base Camp and the code name for the German invasion of the Soviet Union
during the Second World War, a conflict I often pondered while I was
seeing action myself on Yamandaka.
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